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A Comparison of Two Observed-Score
Equating Methods That Assume
Equally Reliable, Congeneric Tests
Robert G. MacCann
New South Wales Department of Education

For the external-anchor test equating model, two
observed-score methods are derived using the slope
and intercept assumptions of univariate selection the-
ory and the assumptions that the tests to be equated
are congeneric and equally reliable. The first deriva-
tion, Method 1, is then shown to give the same set of
equations as Levine’s equations for random groups
and unequally reliable tests and the "Z predicting X
and Y" method. The second derivation, Method 2, is
shown to give the same equations as Potthoff’s (1966)

Method B and the "X and Y predicting Z" method.
Methods 1 and 2 are compared empirically with Tuck-
er’s and Levine’s equations for equally reliable tests;
the conditions for which they may be appropriately
applied are discussed. Index terms: Angoff’s Design
V equations, congeneric tests, equally reliable tests,
Levine’s equations (equally reliable), linear equating,
observed-score equating, test equating, Tucker’s equa-
tions.

A frequently used model for equating the scores on different tests involves the use of an external-
anchor test. In this model, Group 1 takes test X, Group 2 takes test Y, and both groups take a common
test, Z. The problem to be considered is how to relate the score scales of X and Y. If X is more difficult
than Y, then Group 1 is generally at a disadvantage with respect to Group 2 if the raw scores are used
for the comparison. To prevent this, the scores on one test are usually transformed to make them comparable
to the scores on the other. When this is done, the scores are said to be equated. The groups’ relative
performance on the common test provides the information for this statistical adjustment. This model was
termed the common-item nonequivalent-populations design by Woodruff (1986) and Kolen and Brennan
(1987), while Cook and Petersen (1987) simply referred to such designs as anchor test designs.

The form of test equating to be considered in this paper is known as observed-score equating to
distinguish it from another form known as true-score equating: In the latter, it is the true scores hypothesized
to underlie the observed scores that are equated. Angoff (1971) and Braun and Holland (1982) gave
detailed accounts of observed-score equating.

Angoff listed two requirements that need to be satisfied in order for the scores to be strictly equated.
The first is that the tests to be equated, X and Y, must measure the same psychological function. Taking
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the analogy of converting from degrees Fahrenheit to degrees Celsius, he pointed out that this conversion
involves two measures that are both units of temperature:

It makes no sense to ask for a conversion of, say, grams to degrees of Fahrenheit or from inches to
pounds. Similarly, it makes little sense to ask for a conversion from a test of, say, verbal ability to
a test of mathematical ability, or indeed across any two tests of different functions. (p. 563)

If the two tests are quite different in the psychological functions that they measure, then the conversion
of units from X to Y may not be unique, but may vary according to the group on which it is based (see
also Flanagan, 1964; Lindquist, 1964).

For linear observed-score equating, it is assumed that the distribution shapes of the tests to be equated
are approximately equivalent. If this is the case, then for highly reliable tests it seems plausible to infer
that the underlying true-score distribution shapes are approximately equivalent. In the ideal case, where
the true-score distribution shapes are identical, the requirement that the tests measure the same psycho-
logical function implies that the true scores are perfectly correlated. The tests are then said to be congeneric
(Joreskog, 1971). In practice, linear equating is applied to cases where the true-score distributions may
differ somewhat and where the two tests may be measuring slightly different functions, yielding an
approximation to the congeneric assumption. However, severe departures from these conditions imply
that the linear &dquo;equating&dquo; would be ineffective.

Mathematically, the congeneric assumption implies

where X, and Y, are the true scores on X and Y, and a and b are constants with a > 0.

The second requirement for the strict equating of observed scores is that the tests to be equated
should be equally reliable. Tests that are unequally reliable cannot be strictly equated. High-level examinees
would be best advised to take the more reliable test as it would be more likely to make their abilities
evident (Lord, 1977). [In fact, Angoff (1971) suggested that the term &dquo;calibrating&dquo; should be used when
the scores on unequally reliable tests are converted to the same psychological scale to distinguish this
case from the equating of equally reliable tests.] This second requirement may be expressed as

r- ryy - (2)

Although these two requirements are implicitly assumed in an ideal linear equating procedure, none
of the equating methods in the literature makes explicit use of both of these assumptions. In this paper,
both are used explicitly to produce two new equating method derivations. It is then shown how these

derivations relate to existing equating methods based on different assumptions.

Method 1 Derivation

Some of the standard assumptions made in deriving equating methods involve the equivalence of
two regression lines. Consider the regression line for predicting X from Z for the total group (Group 1
and Group 2 combined) and the regression line for predicting X from Z for Group 1.

Among the assumptions of univariate selection theory with respect to these two lines are the as-
sumptions of equal slopes and equal ordinate intercepts (Angoff, 1971). The slopes assumption for the
total group and Group 1 regression lines gives

where
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and

Sx and S, are the standard deviations of the total group on tests X and Z respectively; Sx, and SZ, are the
corresponding standard deviations for Group 1.

The intercepts assumption gives

Substituting Equation 3 into Equation 6 and rearranging yields the estimated mean of the total group on

Substituting Equation 3 into Equation 4 and rearranging, the standard deviation of the total group on X
is estimated:

Similar assumptions are now made about the total group regression line for predicting Y from Z, and the
Group 2 regression line for predicting Y from Z. These assumptions yield equations corresponding to
Equations 7 and 8 (with Y terms replacing X terms) for Group 2.

Two scores are linearly equated if they correspond to equal standard-score deviates in the same
population (Angoff, 1971). This gives the observed-score conversion line:

Equation 7, and its counterpart in Y terms, may be substituted for X and Y but the standard deviation
ratio must still be estimated. This is obtained from Equation 8 and its counterpart in Y terms by dividing
the latter by the former to obtain

The problem here is that the values of rxz and ryz are unknown because in practice the total group is
not administered either X or Y. However, the ratio of these terms can be estimated using Equations 1

and 2.

Using the formula for the correction for attenuation of a correlation coefficient (Lord & Novick,
1968, p. 70) the following result is obtained:

A similar result is obtained for the correlation between Y and Z.

Dividing Equation 11 by its counterpart in Y terms and using Equation 2, the equal-reliabilities
assumption, gives

Equation 1, the congeneric assumption, implies that the true scores are linearly related. From Equation
1 it can be seen that the correlation of Z, with X, is equal to the correlation of Z, with Y,, as a linear
scaling does not alter the value of a correlation, that is,
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Substituting Equations 12 and 13 into Equation 10 gives

Finally, substituting Equation 7, its counterpart in Y terms, and Equation 14 into Equation 9, and writing
the expressions for the slopes in full detail, yields

Method 2 Derivation

The above derivation has made assumptions about the regression lines for predicting X from Z. An
alternate derivation is possible if the regression lines for predicting Z from X are used. For these regression
lines it will be assumed that the Group 1 slope is equal to the total group slope and that the Group 1

ordinate intercept is equal to the total group intercept.
The slopes assumption gives

where

and so on. The intercepts assumption gives

From Equations 16 through 18, the estimated mean and standard deviation of the total group on X are
found in a manner similar to that for Method 1:

I I

A similar analysis, based on the regression lines for predicting Z from Y and using Group 2, yields the
corresponding equations in Y terms for Group 2.

A corresponding analysis to that yielding Equation 14 for Method 1 gives

Substituting Equation 19, its counterpart in Y terms, and Equation 21 into Equation 9, and writing the
expressions for the slopes in full detail, yields

A comparison of Equations 22 and 15 shows that Method 2 differs from Method 1 in that the correlations
in the latter are replaced by their reciprocals.
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Methods Identical to Method 1

Although these derivations are new, the resulting equations are not. It is not uncommon for different
theoretical approaches to lead to the same set of equations. Angoff (1971) illustrated this point in his
survey of equating methods. He indicated that Lord’s (1955) derivation results in exactly the same set
of equations as Tucker’s equations (attributed to L. R. Tucker in Gulliksen, 1950), &dquo;although the
derivations of the two sets of equations are entirely different&dquo; (p. 580).

Although Angoff noted the equivalence of Lord’s and Tucker’s equations, he did not note that two
of the other methods in his survey also give the same set of equations. These are Levine’s equations for
random groups and unequally reliable tests (originally in Levine, 1955), listed under Design IIIB, and
the method known as &dquo;Z predicting X and Y,&dquo; listed under Design VB 1. It will now be shown that these
two methods and Method 1 derived above all result in the same set of equations.

First, consider the Z predicting X and Y method. This uses a definition of equating different from
the traditional definition embodied in Equation 9. For this method, scores on X and Y are defined as
equivalent if they are predicted by the same score on Z. For Group 1, X is predicted from Z by

For Group 2, Y is predicted from Z by

When Z, = Z,, X, and k, are assumed equivalent. Rearranging Equations 23 and 24 yields

and

Setting Z, = Z,, dropping the carets and group subscripts from the X and Y terms, and solving for Y
yields Equation 15.

Next consider Levine’s equations for random groups and unequally reliable tests, as presented in
Angoff (1971, p. 579). Expressed in the notation of this paper, Angoff gave these equations as

where

and

where X and Y are as given in Equation 7 and its counterpart in Y terms. When Equation 27 is written
out in detail, it is seen to be identical to Equation 15.

Methods Identical to Method 2

Angoff (1971) also considered the method known as &dquo;X and Y predicting Z&dquo; in his Design VC 1.
It will now be shown that this method gives the same set of equations as a method derived by Potthoff
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(1966) known as Potthoff’s Method B, and that both of these methods yield equations equivalent to
Method 2.

First, consider the X and Y predicting Z method. This method also does not use the traditional
definition of observed-score equating represented by Equation 9. It defines scores on X and Y as equivalent
if they predict the same score on Z. For Group 1, Z is predicted from X by

For Group 2, Z is predicted from Y by

When Z, = Z,, X, and Y, are assumed equivalent. Setting Z, = .2z, dropping the group subscripts from
the X and Y terms, and solving for Y yields Equation 22, the equation for Method 2.

Potthoff’s Method B assumes that the conditional distributions of Z given X, and Z given Y, are
normally distributed (Potthoff, 1966, p. 544). His equating relation for Group 1 is given by

where hl represents an &dquo;equated&dquo; score and the maximum likelihood parameter estimates are given by

and

Correspondingly, the &dquo;equated&dquo; score for Group 2 may be written

,.

Setting h, = h2 and solving for Y, the resulting equation can be shown to be identical to Equation 22,
the Method 2 equation.

Empirical Comparison

Previous Studies

Cope (1987) compared Angoff’s Designs VB 1 and VC 1 with the two most commonly used equating
methods, namely Tucker’s equations and Levine’s equations for equally reliable tests and dissimilar
groups. In a single-link equating of pairs of test forms, he showed that Designs VB 1 and VC 1 often gave
equated scores that fell between those obtained by the Tucker and Levine methods. In a second experiment
involving cyclical equating of selected forms to themselves, he obtained bias and root mean squared error
(RMSE) values that were very similar to the Tucker and Levine values. He concluded that these results
were encouraging for the use of the Design V methods. These conclusions may be applied to the Method
1 and Method 2 equations derived in this paper, as it has been shown that Method 1 and Design VB 1
share the same equations and that Method 2 and Design VCI share the same equations.

Further evidence on the performance of Method 2 may be obtained from the fact that its equations
have been shown to be the same as those of Potthoff’s Method B. The latter has been extensively
compared to the Tucker and Levine methods in Petersen, Marco, and Stewart’s (1982) large-scale study.
In their Table 10 (p. 94) the results are given for equating the verbal portion of the Scholastic Aptitude
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Test (SaT-v) to itself through an external-anchor test similar in content and difficulty, an ideal equating
design.

For random samples, Method 2 (Potthoff’s Method B) performed at least as well as the Tucker and
Levine methods, with 17 of the 18 equatings falling in the smallest error zone, compared to 16 for
Tucker’s equations and Levine’s equations. For similar samples, Method 2 performed marginally better
than Levine’s equations, with both methods performing substantially better than Tucker’s equations. For
dissimilar samples, Levine’s equations performed best, with Method 2 performing better than Tucker’s
equations. The results of the other external-anchor experiments, where the anchor test was dissimilar in
content to the equated test, are difficult to interpret for the random and similar samples. However, for
dissimilar samples, Levine’s equations were clearly best, despite the lack of parallelism between the
anchor and the equated test.

In the present research Methods 1 and 2 were further compared to Tucker’s and Levine’s equations
for different types of samples, on tests that were not of the objective multiple-choice type, but that required
some form of extended-response answer from the examinees. [The equations for the Tucker and Levine
methods may be found in Angoff (1982), sections 5.1, 5.4.1, and 6.1 (Equation 53).]

Tests

The tests were assembled from questions developed for the Higher School Certificate Examination
(HSC), a public examination that students may attempt in their final (sixth) year of secondary school in
New South Wales, Australia. The courses on which the examination is based are studied in the fifth and
sixth years of secondary school. Five different subject areas were chosen to provide a variety of question
types: English, Mathematics, Geography, French, and Industrial Arts. In English and Geography the
questions, in general, required answers in essay form. In Mathematics and Industrial Arts the questions
usually required the solution to problems in an extended-response format, showing all steps involved in
the solution. In French the response format varied considerably, including objectively scored responses,
relatively unstructured essays in French, and assessments of conversations recorded on cassette tape.

Because the methods compared were linear equating methods, the tests in each experimental com-
parison were constructed to be as similar in difficulty as possible, as measured by the mean total group
score expressed as a percentage. The resulting tests, though similar in difficulty, could not be considered
parallel because corresponding pairs of parallel items were not available in the set of questions from
which the tests were constructed.

Examinees

Two methods of examinee selection were employed. In the first (denoted &dquo;random groups&dquo;), the
two groups were formed by random assignment. In the second (denoted &dquo;dissimilar groups&dquo;), the two
groups differed substantially in average ability. For all subjects except Mathematics, the dissimilar groups
were naturally occurring in that their members studied the subject at different levels, but shared a common
syllabus and a common examination. For Mathematics, the two dissimilar groups were formed artificially
by selection on a variable that was positively correlated with the Mathematics examination scores. An
artificial variable was constructed by adding a normally distributed random error term to the sum of a
further set of Mathematics questions; the resulting variable had a weak correlation with the tests in the
equating experiments. Group 1 was then formed by taking approximately the top 10% of examinees on
the selection variable; Group 2 comprised the remaining 90%. (These percentages were chosen to simulate
the relative group sizes of the two highest level Mathematics courses examined in the Hsc.)
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The performance of the random groups is given in Table 1, where each test is denoted by a lower-
case letter and a number. The tests are grouped in pairs of approximately equal difficulty. For example,
el and e2 form a pair, e3 and e4 form a pair, and so on.

Table 1 also gives the performance of the dissimilar groups on a different series of tests. Each test
for the dissimilar groups is denoted by an upper-case letter and a number. These tests were designed to
differ in &dquo;relative length&dquo; as indicated by the maximum possible score that was available for each test.
Within each subject area, by varying the pairings of forms of equal difficulty, the relative length ratio
of the equating test to the anchor test could be varied; this was used to test whether the effectiveness of
the equating methods interacted with this ratio.

Equating Error

If test X is equated to itself, then the criterion conversion line Y’ = PX + Q has a slope P of unity
and an intercept Q of 0. Each equating method will generate, for each X, an equated score Y. Let the
difference between an equated score and its criterion score be given by

Petersen et al. (1982) defined the total error for equating as

where / is the frequency of occurrence of X&dquo; n, is the number of examinees in Group 1, and the summation
is over the group whose scores are transformed, Group 1. Petersen et al. showed that this total error

incorporates both a bias component and a variance of the difference scores component.
Cope (1987) took as his main measure of equating error the square root of the total error, which he

termed the RMSE. In the present paper, the RMSE was used as the measure of equating error. However,
following Petersen et al. (1982), this was standardized by dividing by the standard deviation of the
criterion scores (which in this case equals Sx,).

Results

Random groups. Table 2 gives the results of 26 experiments in which a test was equated to itself
through an external-anchor test of similar difficulty, for random groups. In general, the ~vtsES are low
for all four methods. As a way of classifying such results, Petersen et al. (1982) divided the error into
zones: In zone A the RMSE is less than or equal to .05; in zone B the RMSE is greater than .05 but less
than or equal to .1; in zone C the RMSE is greater than .1 but less than or equal to .15; and in zone D
the RMSE is greater than .15 but less than or equal to .2. Using this classification gives the following
summary:

Tucker’s: 18 classified as A, 6 B, and 2 C
Levine’s: 17 A, 6 B, 3 C
Method 1: 17 A, 8 B, 1 C

Method 2: 14 A, 7 B, 2 C, 3 D.

For this dataset, Tucker’s equations performed best, but there was little difference between the results
of Tucker’s equations, Levine’s equations, and Method 1. Method 2 gave a slightly inferior performance.
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Table 2
Standardized RMSEs for the Random-Groups Experiments

However, Method 2 (Potthoff’s B) performed at least as well as Tucker’s and Levine’s methods in the
Petersen et al. (1982) study for random groups.

Dissimilar groups. Table 3 gives the results of 38 experiments in which a test was equated to itself
through an external anchor of similar difficulty, for groups that differed substantially in ability. The
results are grouped by subject, with the ‘ ‘length&dquo; of the equating test to the anchor test being systematically
varied.

For this dataset, the RMSES were much higher than for the random groups case. In relative terms,
the results were clear: Levine’s equations gave the best results for all but two of the 38 experimental
comparisons. However, the lack of parallelism between the equating test and the anchor test meant that
for a number of the equatings, Levine’s equations performed poorly. In general, the other methods
performed very poorly when the groups were substantially different in ability. Tucker’s equations and
Method 1 gave a similar pattern of RMSE values, giving very high values when the equating test was
much &dquo;longer&dquo; than the anchor test and giving relatively better results when the equating test was much
&dquo;shorter&dquo; than the anchor test. The reverse held for Method 2, which performed more poorly when the
equating test was much &dquo;shorter&dquo; than the anchor test.
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Table 3
Standardized RMSEs for the Dissimilar-Groups Experiments

Discussion

Method 1 has been derived from assumptions concerning the slopes and intercepts of regression
lines, and from the assumptions that X and Y are congeneric and equally reliable. It has been shown that
the same equations are obtained from the Z predicting X and Y method and Levine’s equations for random
groups and unequally reliable tests. Of the latter two methods, Z predicting X and Y makes no overt
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assumptions, but uses an unorthodox definition of equating (i.e., scores on X and Y are equivalent if
they are predicted by the same score on Z) that is not generally accepted in the test equating literature.
As a general definition, there would seem to be no compelling reason why this should be more appropriate
than a definition stating that X and Y are equivalent if they predict the same score on Z, the latter
definition being the basis of the X and Y predicting Z method. However, the equations resulting from the
Z predicting X and Y method can now be reconciled to the traditionally accepted definition of observed-
score equating, as given in Equation 9, through the derivation of Method 1.

The identity of the equations resulting from Method 1 (which assumes that X and Y are equally
reliable) and Levine’s equations (for random groups and unequally reliable tests) was unexpected. Levine’s s
equations, which were derived for the purpose of &dquo;equating&dquo; unequally reliable tests (Angoff, 1971,
1982; Levine, 1955) have now been derived for equally reliable tests, provided that X and Y are congeneric.

For Method 2, the equations have been shown to be equivalent to those resulting from the X and Y
predicting Z method or Potthoff’s Method B. As considered above, the X and Y predicting Z method
rests on an unorthodox definition of equivalent scores; the Method 2 derivation enables the use of these
equations on a more theoretically sound basis. Potthoff’s method makes the somewhat restrictive as-
sumptions that the conditional distributions of Z given X and Z given Y are normally distributed. Method
2 and Method 1 do not make distributional assumptions, but rather assumptions based on the equivalence
of regression lines. These assumptions will now be considered and will be used to relate Methods 1 and

2 to two other closely associated methods, Tucker’s equations and Lord’s equations (Lord, 1950). A
matrix showing the assumptions underlying these four methods is given in Table 4.

Method 1 assumes that the regression lines for predicting X from Z will have the same slopes for
Group 1 and the total group, and the same intercepts for these groups. These assumptions are also made
for Tucker’s equations. The difference between the assumptions required for Tucker’s equations and for
Method 1 is that the former also require the regression line assumption that the standard errors of estimate
be equal for Group 1 and the total group, whereas the latter requires that X and Y be congeneric and
equally reliable. Thus, Tucker’s equations and Method 1 are closely related through sharing both the
slopes and intercepts assumptions.

Table 4

Assumptions Underlying Methods 1 and 2 and
Two Other Closely Related Methods
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Method 2 assumes that the regression lines for predicting Z from X will have the same slopes for
Group 1 and the total group, and the same intercepts for these groups. It is closely related to a method
suggested by Lord (1950, p. 20) that makes the above two assumptions and a third assumption that the
standard errors of estimate are equal for Group 1 and the total group. Method 2 replaces this third
assumption with the assumption that X and Y are congeneric and equally reliable.

The slopes assumption for Tucker’s equations (and Method 1) was investigated mathematically by
Levine (1955). He showed that if Group 1 was selected on the basis of an external variable that was

correlated with the common test, then the slopes assumption generally would not hold. However, the
slopes assumption would hold if the correlation were 0, giving an effectively random selection. Levine,
following Pearson (1903), also pointed out that all three regression line assumptions underlying Tucker’s
equations would hold if the selection variable was identical with the common test, Z (p. 59).

Thus, excluding the possibility that the selection variable is identical to Z, or closely related to Z,
the slope and intercept assumptions would hold approximately only if Group 1 and Group 2 are similar
in ability. Indeed, Angoff (1971) categorized Tucker’s equations as being appropriate for &dquo;groups not
widely different in ability&dquo; (p. 579). This would also seem a suitable categorization for Methods 1 and
2. The experimental results confirm this categorization, with Methods 1 and 2 performing well for random
groups but having relatively large RMSES for dissimilar groups.

As Table 4 shows, the difference between Tucker’s equations and Method 1 is that the standard

error assumption is replaced by the assumption that the tests to be equated are equally reliable and
congeneric. Which of these assumptions is the most likely to be satisfied obviously depends on the data
at hand. The standard error assumption is one of a set of coherent selection theory assumptions that are
heavily dependent on the nature of the subgroups. If the subgroups are randomly formed, or very similar
in average ability, then it seems likely that all three selection theory assumptions will be approximately
satisfied.

The additional assumptions required by Method 1 (and Method 2) involve an extra characteristic:
the nature of the tests to be equated. However, it could be argued that these assumptions are simply the
embodiment of good equating practice. As discussed earlier, Angoff’s (1971) criteria for equating are
that the tests should be equally reliable and measure the same psychological function. The first of these
criteria is directly assumed, while the second is closely related to, although not strictly identical with,
the congeneric assumption for linear observed-score equating. Clearly, it would be unwise to apply
Methods 1 and 2 in cases where the tests to be &dquo;equated&dquo; are of different psychological functions or are
unequally reliable.

Methods 1 and 2 share the congeneric assumption for tests X and Y with Levine’s equations for
equally reliable tests (Woodruff, 1986). It is argued above, however, that for good equating practice,
this is a rather weak assumption. Methods 1 and 2 differ from Levine’s equations in that the latter also
require that the anchor test be congeneric to both X and Y [or parallel if Angoff’s (1953) formula is to
be incorporated]. In contrast, none of the methods in Table 4 put any restrictions on the nature of the
anchor test. It is this relatively strong assumption of Levine’s equations that should enable the Levine
method to deal more effectively with groups that differ substantially in ability.

A minor feature of the dissimilar-groups experiments concerns the interaction of Method 1, Method
2, and Tucker’s equations with the &dquo;relative length&dquo; of the equating test to the anchor test. Because the
groups were not selected on either of these tests, the selection theory assumptions would not be satisfied.
However, for cases where Z was much &dquo;longer&dquo; (and hence more reliable) than X, it would be expected
to correlate more highly with the selection variable than X would. In these cases, Method 1 and Tucker’s s
equations would be expected to perform much better than for the reverse case where the equating test,
X, was much &dquo;longer&dquo; than Z. This expectation was confirmed experimentally. Correspondingly, Method
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2, which is based on the regression of Z on X, would perform relatively better when X was &dquo;longer&dquo;
than Z and hence more closely related to the selection variable. This was also confirmed experimentally.

In summary, both theory and experiment indicate that Methods 1 and 2 will be effective only for
random groups or groups similar in ability. When applied to such groups, the pooled evidence from a
number of studies suggests that there is not a great deal of difference between Methods 1 and 2 and the
more widely used methods, Tucker’s equations and Levine’s equations for equally reliable tests. For
dissimilar groups, the equating error was much higher, in general, than for similar groups. Of the four
methods, Levine’s equations consistently gave the best results for dissimilar groups. However, the lack
of parallelism between the anchor and equating tests caused large RMSES for Levine’s equations on several
of the equating experiments.
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